INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades significant expansion in coverage of high-resolution magnetic surveys, combined in regional stitches such the NT-wide grid (Clifton, 2011) , has created an opportunity to automate the calculation of depths to magnetic bodies.
The classic method of obtaining depths from logarithmic power spectra is due to Spector and Grant (1970) , where the operator must make a considered fit for a single slope. The method still finds useful applications, as in Meixner and Johnstone (2012) , but is limited by the fact that it requires a human intervention for every power spectrum.
Running short line segments through the power spectrum allows a series of slopes to be derived, effecting a slope spectrum. Applying the Spector Grant factor (of -4π, when frequency is in cycles per length) to each of the slopes gives a set of depth estimates that can be rearranged into a depth profile. Although an ideal result would place one repeated estimate on each depth profile, realistic data places a scatter of estimates with a cluster around the most probable depth. By placing depth profiles from adjacent samples alongside, alignments can be picked by eye through the noise.
A depth profile can be derived from a sample of 20 x 20 km. By resampling in steps of a few kilometres, the influences of compact bodies can be made to appear sporadically across a set of profiles, while extensive magnetic layers can be traced by eye through the sequence.
By resampling every 5 km and applying the Spector Grant factor to seven-point segments along the length of the power spectra, depth profiles had been derived for 50,000 locations across the Northern Territory (Clifton, 2012) . A subset of those depth profiles across a known basalt is shown in Figure  1 . 
SUMMARY
The Spector Grant method of estimating depths from magnetic power spectra is extended and automated to provide a regular set of depth estimates across the Northern Territory, where extensive magnetic basalts are otherwise poorly depthed.
Spector and Grant identified a simple exponential as being a common characteristic of prismatic sources, so that depth is a simple factor times a selected slope of the logarithmic power spectrum of the TMI. Whereas their method, now classic, requires a judicious choice of the characteristic slope of the power spectrum, automation requires that short line segments be fitted along a length of the spectrum.
Their slopes constitute a slope spectrum, so the single Spector Grant factor is not sufficient to calculate the depth at the different frequencies. Forward modelling is used here to provide separate factors along the spectrum.
Maximum generality is attempted by using a magnetic dipole as the element in a convolution of 1000 elements in a thin flat box. Repeated across various depths, correlation between the various depths and the slope spectra arising from them has allowed calibration of the latter.
Modelling has also identified where the correlation fails, providing a criterion for cutting off the spurious results from the high frequency end of the spectrum.
A result of the modelling is that the low frequency end of the power spectrum of a random convolution of many dipoles closely resembles the power spectrum of the dipole itself. Up to the cut-off, the depth factors along the slope spectrum for the dipole then provide the conversion factors for the ideal case of a finely lumpy slab.
Accordingly the formula connecting slope and depth has been extended, and a large number of depth profiles across the Northern Territory have been automatically calculated.
inverted greyscale, were obtained from short line segments along the power spectrum of each locality, using the Spector Grant factor.
In the first instance, only one magnetic body is expected in a spectrum, however the depth estimates from each slope spectrum range widely. The possibility arises that frequencydependent factors would provide a tighter range of depth estimates around any one source, reducing the blurring in Figure 1 . Gunn (1975) derived the same depth factor as Spector and Grant, for equivalent layers. Similarly, Blakely (1995) demonstrated that the depth dependence of a power spectrum of a thin-flat-slab distribution of elements converges to the depth dependence of the power spectrum of the element itself. In each case, this provides only a single factor for the entire spectrum, so it would be desirable to get a more general result that allows a separate factor for each frequency. Modelling provides a means to measure those separate factors.
Across the top of Figure 1 is a band which persists across most of the NT depth spectra derived using a single factor across the spectrum. There is not such a widespread magnetic body at this depth, it is an artefact arising from using parts of the spectrum which are not correlating with depth. The limit of the useful spectrum can be sought during modelling.
METHOD AND RESULTS
In order to model the anomaly expected of a flat magnetic body, an element was created in the form of the TMI anomaly of a single dipole across 10 x 10 km and depth range 0 to 500 m. A box of 20 x 20 km and 1 m thick was stepped through the depths from 0 to 500 m, each time being populated by a different random distribution of elemental dipoles. For each depth, the accumulated TMI anomaly at the surface was then transformed to provide a logarithmic power spectrum and then by differencing along its length, a slope spectrum. The 500 slope spectra are displayed in Figure 2 . Although the included straight lines regress consistently with depth as -4π, their intercepts vary with frequency. In Figure 3 , the intercepts are seen to be fitted adequately by the function 2/k, where k is in cycles per kilometre. Dipole theory also gives the 2/k term. More convenient than the formula for the TMI anomaly, the Fourier transform of the dipole's induced field is (after Blakely, ibid, eq. 11.25), apart from locally constant factors, and substituting 2πk for k to keep k in cycles per length, F(k,z) = k*exp(-2πk*z), so its power spectrum is ln(F^2) = 2ln(k)-4πk*z. Partial differentiation with respect to k for the slope S gives S = 2/k -4π*z Rearranging for the depth, z = (2/k -S)/4π, which is the same formula arrived at from the modelling of TMI anomalies.
With this formula and a rejection criterion near 1/k applied to the same power spectra used in Figure 1 , a significantly improved result is seen in Figure 4 . Figure 4 is significantly sharpened up, vindicating use of the formula, they do not trace out a single layer. The question arises as to whether we are able to pick out a second layer in the same Figure. Predicted by Spector and Grant (ibid), such a facility would be particularly valuable for mapping magnetic bodies otherwise obscured by near-surface bodies.
Although each profile in
A double layer was modelled by adding the fields from distributions at 100 m depth and in turn 200 m, 300 m, 400 m, and 500 m with relative source strengths as the square of their depths. Using similar criteria and the same formula, the depth profiles arising are displayed in Figure 5 . While it is clearly possible in this contrived circumstance to see two layers when they are separated by 300 m or more, the result is indistinct. Moreover, the presence of a second layer appears to damage the depth estimates of both layers. 
CONCLUSIONS
The main motivation of this work, to enable automated depth calculations across large areas, is largely achieved by the use of the extended formula and the criterion derived from the modelling. However the variable quality of magnetic surveys making up the NT-wide stitch grid may require the noise criterion to be varied for the different surveys. Further, the modelling was sampled at a high resolution of 10 x 10 m, whereas different surveys were flown at much wider spacings of 200 m, 400 m and 500 m among others. It is not currently clear if different corrections are necessary for the different survey parameters.
Much of the improvement in the field data was achieved by the inclusion of the extra term, 2/k. Considering that any magnetic body can be simulated as a distribution of dipoles, it would seem that this term has general applicability. For distributions that show long-range order, such as the ensembles of a few prisms studied by Spector and Grant (ibid), the term would take on the characteristics of the larger repeating element.
It seems as if the model slope spectra divide (at 1/k) into the slope spectra of the element and the slope spectra of its convolution. The clean fit of the dipole formula to the modelling data is almost certainly a consequence of having convolved a dipole with a large distribution of 1000 elements. With the deliberate intention of blurring out the lumpy character of the element, a relatively "white" convolution, that is without detail, especially in the low frequencies, has been applied in the modelling. Since the dipole is the most general element that could be chosen, any improvement on modelling of a geological layer in any one study might be better approximated by shaping the box in which the convolution is placed, than by replacing the dipole as the element.
Using the wide scatter of depth estimates on each depth profile on Figures 1 and 4 instead of attempting to fit a single depth works because the human eye is good at picking out a significant bum p from a background of noise. The high level of noise appears on the depth profiles simply as a variable grey background.
Stacking successive depth profiles alongside each other in a traverse allows the eye to pick out a trend despite intermediate bumps being out of line or missing. The overlapping of 20 km samples at 5 km spacings allows the signal to repeat while shuffling the noise, however it means that a value which appears on only three depth profiles is not caused by a flat layer extensive enough for the formula to apply.
Because slope spectra are not sensitive to the amplitude of the signal, they will highlight horizontal layers of relatively low, but locally dominant magnetic susceptibility. The evidence from the modelling that a double layer can be distinguished means that occasionally such traverses will show evidence of two layers when their relative intensities are favourable, however we are also likely to see a strong layer appearing alone at depth, when the magnetic image of the same area shows only a topmost layer. Distortion of depth due to an unseen second layer is clearly a pitfall for interpretation.
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